Look Before You Leap into Magnetizing Your Room's Walls- A
Preparatory Guide
Painting a room is not just to improve its look and feel but also to add a new shade to
one's life. In addition to protect the walls, paints make the room look spacious, create a
mystic and tranquil feel and also make the rooms elegant and stylish. As people and their
taste changes, the paints too have adapted to suit the people's needs. Gone are the days
when the walls were decorated with wall papers. Today's paints come with theming
options, motifs and the latest addition to these is the magnetic paints. These give the
most anticipated ferro magnetic effect that transforms the complete wall into a giant size
magnet. Children can stick their paintings to the wall without tape. Sounds interesting
right? There are more facts that one must learn before planning to paint their room with
magnetic paints. These facts help to decide whether using magnetic paints will be of any
value addition or simply a fashion statement.

Preparation
The preparation process of this paint is quite easy and hassle-free as it first appears.
Available in two variants namely solvent based and water based, the magnetic paints can
be applied using an air brush, roller or a paint brush. It needs ample mixing effort and
hence one is surely to hit the bed right after preparing the paint mixture.
Application
To get the required magnet action, minimum six to seven coats of paint is required. Also
this paint drips a lot while applying hence one has to take protective measures like laying
a drip cloth before beginning to paint the room. Also the paint has a strong smell and
hence one has to have ample ventilation so that the paint dries fast and smell fades away
soon.

More paint more attraction
To achieve the ferro magnetic effect the paint needs to be at least 80 microns thick. The
best quality paints available in market helps to transform any surface into a giant magnet
where you can stick your notes, photos, reminders etc. To achieve the best results, you
need to reapply the paint multiple times so that magnetic effect is reinforced and the wall
surface looks eternal. The color too brightens when numerous coats are applied on the
surface.
These are some simple facts shared by customers, who have tried to decorate their kid’s
room or living room with magnet paint walls. Also the best and expert advice is available
with experienced painters who know every detail about these paints. Though the set up
is little strenuous, the after effects are just mind blowing. Kids draw endless pictures and
decorate the wall. The target shooter just sits comfortably on the wall. No more running
for hammer and nail. The magnetic wall narrates a beautiful tale.
So, if you are planning to give a stylish look to your room within your budget, then
magnetic paint is the ideal choice for you. This paint will give you durability and retain its
new look for many years to come.

